Effect of Balance on Development Level of the Locomotor Capabilities of Kindergarten Children
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Abstract—This research aims to see influence balanced against the level of development of children’s locomotor abilities. The Population in this study were all PAUD students in the district Padang Pariaman, a random sampling technique totaling 42 children. The instrument used to obtain data about the balance of PAUD students is the MABC_2 subtest is balance while capability child locomotor is obtained through the Test of Gross Motor Development-2 (TGMD-2). Based on research results carried out, there is a balancing effect on the level the development locomotor abilities of a child with value \( r_{\text{count}} 0.441 > r_{\text{table}} 0.304 \) and significant value (Sig) of 0.003 less than the probability of 0.05. The results of this study show that level of ability development Padang Pariaman Regency PAUD student locomotor influenced by the balance they have.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Early Childhood Education (PAUD) in Indonesia has been led directly by the government since 2010 [1] Law Number 20 of 2003 concerning the National Education System Article 1 Paragraph 14 states that Early Childhood Education (PAUD) is an effort aimed at coaching to children from birth until the age of six that done through providing educational stimuli to help physical growth and development and spiritually so that children have readiness to enter futher education. The range of early childhood according to Article 28 of the National Education System Law No. 20/2003 paragraph 1 is 0-6 years [2].

To be able to help growth and development Early Childhood movements Government in Law No. 58 year 2009 has set standards that must be possessed by teachers and education staff at PAUD education level [3]. One of them is the teacher must have a good understanding of basic motion. Even though such is the knowledge and ability of the teacher still very low [4].

Basic mobility is seen as the initial foundation from the development and growth of the child’s basic motion and will be needed in the future to carry out activities sports and other physical activity [5]. Data regarding basic movement skill of early childhood and school basic in Indonesia is still very limited and understanding regarding this matter is also very low [6].

Therefore it is very important to know the level of motion skills the basis for children in the future the learning program can be designed so that the basic movement skill of the child can be improved according to their age.

Australia, United Kingdom, United States America, Belgium,Scotland, South America and Asia in the past decade have been conduct research related to basic motion skills because it turns out that this basic movement skill is influential most aspects of their children’s lives, you name it development of cognitive abilities [6]. Cognitive ones caused by changes in the physiology of the human body. For example, increased levels of brain-derived neurotrophic factors (BDNF) can facilitate learning and maintaining cognitive function with increase synaptic plasticity and function as an agent neuroprotective, which leads to increased activity neuroelectric and increased brain circulation [7].

Basic motion skill consist of locomotor (running, galloping, hopping, leaping, horizontal jump and sliding) and manipulative abilities (striking, stationary dribbling, catching, kicking, overhand throw, and underhand roll) [8]. Locomotor skills involve body movements and including skills such as running, skipping and jump [9]. Basically the locomotor ability is the ability a child has to be able to move from one point to another according to level development that they should have. Ability locomotor emphasizes gross motor skills which requires changing coordination movements as one-sided child movements or the other.

Motor skills and balance are the beginning of the achievement of physical development in childhood. Balance is a way to maintain the body in order to remain at the point of gravity determined by the feet, it could be static and dynamic equilibrium[10].

II. LEVEL DEVELOPNT OF LOCOMOTOR ABILITY AND BALANCE

A. Level of Locomotor CapMEability Development

Basic movement skills are very important for children early age is divided into two forms, namely locomotor and object control. Locomotor skills involve body movement and inculdes skills such as running, jumping around and jump [9]. Basically locomotor
capabilities is the ability possessed by a child to can move from one point to another in accordance with the level the development that they should have locomotor emphasizes gross motor skills which requires changing coordination movements as one-sided child movements or the other. Experience from locomotor activities performed on the past will effect control balance owned by children, for example pedestrians which has a better response to stimulation received while doing outdoor activities[11].

B. Balance

Motor skills and balance are the beginning of the achievement of physical development in childhood. Balance is a component needed for successful completion of functional activities including locomotor and manipulative skills in doing daily activities. For example playing running and jumping[12]. Balance is a basic ability that must be owned by a child during the growth stage and motor development which is a deep foundation do more complex movements. In addition, the balance of the child is also important for the development of motion functions in sports. Increased movement skills in children will reduce the risk of injury during physical activity in childrens[13].

The development of the balance element in children begins at birth and continues to develop until the age between 10 to 18 month, then more complex at preschool age [14]. The balance is divided into two namely static and dynamic balance. Static balance obtained when someone is silent[15]. Balance dynamic is obtained when a person can maintain his posture remained upright in a state of motion [16].

III. DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUE

The instrument used to obtain data regarding the balance of PAUD students is a sub-test MABC_2 is balance while locomotor capabilities children are obtained through the Test of Gross Motor Development-2 (TGMD-2) consisting of running, jump on leg (hop), long jump (horizontal jump), horse steps (gallops) and hopping steps (skip).
IV. USING THE TEMPLATE

Data on the level of development of students’ locomotor abilities PAUD in Padang Pariaman Regency were taken as much as 2 repetition times for all children for each skill tested. Data from the test is stored in video format. Grading the level of development of locomotor abilities this is based on the INDO-SKIP Training sheet. Then for children by 1 time an experiment and this data is stored in the form of a test sheet. This test is given to children aged 5 to 6 years. Number of students who are involved were 42 people consisting of 24 woman and 18 men.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Data balance and level of development ability PAUD students locomotor in Padang Pariaman Regency using instruments that have been standardized and are used by many countries the world. This research involves as much 42 PAUD students. Data obtained in research it has a pretty good quality because it uses valid instruments and all skill criteria locomotor capabilities that are judged to have been coded by the expert. In the future we will try to apply the model learning in accordance with the PAUD curriculum in Indonesia.
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